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ABSTRACT

Significant progress to integrate and analyse multimodal
data has been carried out in the last years. Yet, little
research has tackled the challenge of visualising and
supporting the sensemaking of multimodal data to inform
teaching and learning. It is naïve to expect that simply by
rendering multiple data streams visually, a teacher or
learner will be able to make sense of them. This paper
introduces an approach to unravel the complexity of
multimodal data by organising it into meaningful layers that
explain critical insights to teachers and students. The
approach is illustrated through the design of two data
storytelling prototypes in the context of nursing simulation.
Two authentic studies with educators and students
identified the potential of the approach to create learning
analytics interfaces that communicate insights on team
performance, as well as concerns in terms of accountability
and automated insights discovery.
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INTRODUCTION

Analytics and artificial intelligence (AI) are changing the
nature of work in multiple sectors, and although predictions
vary, this trend will continue for the foreseeable future [2].
This will make human-AI interaction commonplace [41],
and a particularly important form that this takes is the need
for rapid, evidence-based decision-making. This places a
premium on the design of user interfaces that can facilitate
the effective use of data by people who are experts in their
domain but novices in working with data [37]. Visualisation
researchers have made the distinction between exploratory
and explanatory data visualisation on the basis of the target
audience and their expected data and visualisation expertise

[31, 40, 48, 92, 100]. Exploratory refers to those
visualisations aimed at people with (at least some) data
analysis expertise, in search of insights from unfamiliar
datasets [99], while explanatory refers to the challenging
task of providing insights to frequent users who bring little
or no data analysis expertise [84] or casual users who use a
system occasionally [19]. This distinction is critical in
many sectors in which data and evidence are becoming an
essential part of decision-making [95].
In the educational sector, educators and students are already
being challenged by a growing number of prototypes and
commercial products in the form of ‘learning dashboards’
[5, 6, 81]. Yet, as the number of learning analytics (LA)
interfaces rise, their limitations are coming under critical
scrutiny. Recent reviews identify the difficulties students
have in interpreting and acting on data to improve learning
[5, 44, 60], and the same applies to teachers [55].
A variety of strategies to tackle this problem has emerged.
We can provide students with a level of personalisation,
enabling them to configure widgets presented in dashboards
[54]; or with charts enhanced with textual prompts [21]. An
explainable AI approach [96] would involve helping people
understand what the system knows about them [6].
However, these approaches still seem to frame the problem
as one of enabling non-data experts gain insights from
exploratory visualisations, and do not make the transition to
explanatory visualisations that help to close the interpretive
gap with intended users.
An example of such an approach is to improve the design of
LA tools to more effectively communicate insights [52].
This paper focuses on a particularly challenging case:
designing a feedback tool for collocated teamwork based on

Figure 1: Multimodal learning analytics in a nursing classroom.

multiple sources of data captured via a combination of
sensor signals (e.g. positioning and physiological markers),
system logs and human logs. Making sense of data captured
from multiple channels during group situations has been
one of the goals of multimodal learning analytics (MMLA)
[3] and teamwork science [46], but although there exist
some MMLA interfaces tailored to researchers or experts
[23, 66], there is to our knowledge no work investigating
how to provide teamwork insights to students and teachers.
The contribution of this paper is an approach to unravel the
complexity of multimodal data by visualising it into
explanatory layers. The approach is illustrated through the
design and validation of two prototypes, which incorporate
data storytelling principles, in the context of nursing team
simulation (Figure 1). We present two qualitative studies
investigating uses of the multimodal layered approach to
support reflection. The first study asked eight educators to
make sense of students’ data, and the second was an in-thewild study conducted with eight teams of students reflecting
on their own activity. Our findings show the potential of the
prototypes to support reflection on team performance, stress
management, and errors made. Our analysis also considers
concerns around algorithmic and human accountability.
RELATED WORK

Two areas are relevant to this paper: the fundamentals of
explanatory visualisation; and current work in MMLA.
Explanatory Visualisation and Data Storytelling

Explanatory visualisation is related to the emerging concept
of data storytelling (DS) that builds on classic InfoVis [34,
94, 97] and narrative storytelling foundations [50]. DS is an
information compression technique for communicating
insights to an audience through the combination of data,
visuals, and narrative [29, 76]. Data stories are commonly
crafted manually by an analyst (with exceptions discussed
in next section) who identifies insights from the data and
creates charts with enhancements (e.g. changes in size,
colour or saturation, and adding text and markers)
highlighting only the data points that are most relevant to
make a claim in a consumable form [48].
Explanatory visualisation is also related to prescriptive
guidance [13, 80]. Providing guidance in visualisation
involves developing approaches to facilitate sensemaking,
with minimal knowledge required from casual users.
Prescriptive guidance has been mostly tailored to support
data analysts to find insights from multidimensional
datasets [1, 89]. This shows that even expert data analysts
require guidance to explore heterogeneous data.
Most empirical work concerning explanatory visualisation
has focused on helping presenters to manually craft data
stories [48], particularly in areas such as journalism [74, 82]
and sports [88]. Indeed, a recent review [93] identified that
most research on DS has focused on creating authoring
tools to help designers to graphically craft their stories or
annotate charts. However, a growing interest in generating

annotations programmatically to facilitate the interpretation
of charts by both analysts [9, 45, 87] and non-data experts
[39, 62, 75] is being observed. Examples of the former
include Bryan et al.’s [9] approach to automatically
annotate data points in line charts and flow charts based on
generic attributes such as value extremes, stable regions or
sudden changes. Kandogan [45] presented a similar
approach to annotate scatterplots. Srinivasan et al.’s [87]
system extracts insights from a dataset to then, based on
templates, suggest to the user ways in which those can be
visualised via specific chart types and embellishments (e.g.
opacity changes or added correlation lines). There has also
been interest in targeting non-data experts. Ruchikachorn’s
tool [75] inserts short descriptions below scatterplots and
parallel coordinates charts generated by analysing
journalistic sources. Similarly, Hullman et al.’s [39] and
Metoyer et al.’s [62] systems extract key text insights from
data sources (e.g. news entries) and attach them to salient
data points of visualisations to enrich their explanatory
power. Notably, in the above examples, the annotations and
highlighting are automatically generated based on either
rules [9, 45, 75, 87] or text sources [39, 62].
This body of work highlights the relevance of explanatory
visualisation beyond education, but it does not shed light on
the key educational problem of how to communicate
pedagogical constructs using multimodal data. Only a small
amount of work has investigated the potential of DS in
learning contexts. This includes Echeverria et al. [31] who
demonstrated, using eye tracking, how explanatory
visualisations can drive the focus of attention of teachers
and lead to deeper reflections on students’ performance.
The same authors proposed that the teacher’s instructional
design should drive the visualisation design [30]. Chen et
al. [16] proposed a guided tour of visualisations annotated
automatically to facilitate the exploration of MOOC data.
Our work builds on work reported in this section, mainly on
recent educational applications [16, 30, 31]. However, none
of these works has been tested in authentic settings and only
one [30] has considered the particularities of the learning
design for crafting data stories. Our work goes beyond this
work by 1) proposing an approach for dynamically
generating explanatory MMLA tools that communicate
insights based on the assessment criteria; 2) investigating
the implications of educators and students using these
interfaces; and 3) illustrating the approach in two authentic
deployments in the context of nursing team simulations.
Multimodal Learning Analytics User Interfaces

MMLA is emerging as a promising, and increasingly
affordable, way to capture and analyse human activity that
until now, has remained ephemeral and invisible to
computational analysis. Collocated teamwork in the
classroom and the workplace is one such example [59].
Evidence about different modalities of students’ interaction
(e.g. posture, positioning and speech), and features invisible
to the naked eye (e.g. electrodermal activity and pulse) can

be captured via sensors, interactive devices or observations.
With these data, inroads have been made into understanding
how collocated group behaviours are connected to
performance and learning outcomes [77, 78]; and finding
patterns that can be used to personalise instruction [4, 57,
86]. Yet, the integration of data streams from multiple
modalities, and people, can result in rather complex
interfaces, hard to interpret [13]. This explains the dearth of
MMLA user interfaces tailored to teachers and students.
Most current interfaces that provide automated feedback on
teamwork are limited to mirroring simple information, such
as amount of speech [53], or work well only in controlled
conditions [15]. More work still needs to be done to tackle
the complexity of showing insights from multiple data
streams to non-data experts. Only two recent works have
addressed this problem. Echeverria et al. [32] presented
four visualisations, each presenting information related to
one modality, namely speech, arousal, positioning and
logged actions. The challenge is how to fuse the multimodal
data into a single interface to facilitate reflection. This was
attempted by Ochoa et al. [67] who visualised logs of
students activity around a tabletop. Data shown included
logged actions, verbal participation, gaze direction and
emotional traits. However, more work needs to be done to
assess the complexity of this interface and investigate how
multimodal data can be visualised for explanatory purposes.
In sum, the few MMLA interfaces complex and
exploratory, and are mostly targeted at data analysts (see
review in [23]). To our knowledge, this is the first attempt
in providing explanatory guidance to teachers and students
to gain insights on team activity from multimodal data.
THE LEARNING CONTEXT

Nursing simulation is a constructivist learning model that
provides student and registered nurses with the opportunity
to experience communication, teamwork and patient
situations while minimising risk of injury [26]. Simulations
often start with a description of learning goals, followed by
the simulation itself, concluding with a teacher-led debrief
aimed at provoking students’ reflection on performance and
errors made [68]. Video-based products to support this
reflection already exist. However, it is demanding for
teachers to record and review videos from multiple teams in
authentic classroom situations [35]. Thus, teachers and
students rarely use evidence to reflect upon, which has been
identified as a shortcoming that needs to be addressed [56].
Learning situations

This paper focuses on two authentic simulation situations:
Sim 1-Resuscitation. Nine students enrolled in the
Bachelor of Nursing at University of Technology Sydney,
aged from 20 to 53 years (avg=34, std=10), volunteered to
participate in a simulation (sim) organised by a teacher.
They were organised into three teams, of four (2 females, 2
males), three (2 females, 1 male) and two (female) students.
The goal of this sim was providing care to a patient

requiring cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). A patient
manikin (see Figure 1) was programmed to deteriorate over
time, dividing the task into two phases. Phase 1 involved
the patient’s assessment, including four sub-tasks: i) give
oxygen therapy; ii) assess chest pain; iii) give medication;
and iv) connect an electrocardiography (ECG) device. In
Phase 2 students had to perform CPR after the patient
stopped breathing. Each student enacted one of four roles as
registered nurses (RN1-4). RN1 was the team leader, with
RNs 2-4 responsible for subtasks ii, iii and iv, respectively.
Each sim lasted an average of 9.5 ±0.7 minutes. Phase 1
lasted 5 ±0.8 and Phase 2 4.5 ± 0.4 minutes.
Sim 2-Surgery Recovery. This sim was run in eight classes
of the undergraduate subject Integrated Nursing Practice at
the same university. Around 25 students attend each class,
who are organised in teams of 4-6, each performing the sim
around a patient bed. One team in each class (44 students in
total, 40 females, 4 males, aged from 19 to 53 years,
avg=25 ±7.8) volunteered to participate. Students in each
team played the roles of anaesthetist doctor, recovery
nurses (RN1, RN2), scribe (RN3) (see Figure 1), observer
and patient. The student playing the role of the patient
enacted what a real patient would do while recovering from
an abdominal surgery. According to the assessment criteria
set by the teacher, an effective team should perform the
next actions: i) assess vital signs every 10 minutes; ii) check
fluids and perform oxygen therapy after the patient suffered
breathing obstruction; iii) administer Fentanyl within 10
minutes after the patient complained of abdominal pain; iv)
administer a second bolus of Fentanyl after the patient
complained of severe pain; and v) administer Ondansetron
within 10 minutes after the patient suffered nausea.
Apparatus

All sessions were conducted in classrooms equipped with 56 patient manikins. Students’ positioning was captured
through wearable (Pozyx.io) tags at 2-3Hz. Students wore
physiological wristbands (Empatica e4). These record
electrodermal activity (EDA) at 4Hz and wrist acceleration
at 32 Hz. Some student actions were automatically logged
by the high-fidelity manikins (Laerdal 3G), including
placing the oxygen mask, attaching blood pressure monitor,
reading blood pressure, administering medicine, attaching
the ECG device, and performing CPR. Other actions were
logged by an observer (a researcher, but it could also be a
student) using a console to associate actions, pre-configured
by the teacher, with students who performed them (e.g.
starting intravenous fluid, checking vital signs, calling the
doctor). All sessions were video recorded and data streams
synchronised and down sampled to 1 Hz.
A LAYERED APPROACH FOR MULTIMODAL DATA
Illustrative scenario

The approach can be illustrated through a scenario. When a
patient is unconscious, care of the airway is critical [12]. In
an in-hospital CPR situation (like in Sim 1), this means a
nurse should be ideally positioned behind the bed to

perform ventilation techniques. If a student does not do this
after the patient stops breathing, the teacher normally
provides corrective feedback in the debrief. This behaviour
can be identified based on positioning data and logs from
the manikin, but a question remains: how to map from
sensor data to meaningful feedback as a teacher would do?
The approach

The aim of the approach is two-fold i) categorising the
underlying multimodal data into meaningful layers of
information, and ii) applying data storytelling to drive
visual attention to key events of the learning activity. As a
starting point we use Echeverria’s et al. [32] model for
adding meaning to multimodal data. This is shown in grey
in Figure 2. Boxes represent artefacts such as data
structures and interfaces. Circles represent input parameters
expressed as rules or templates to generate data structures
or configure visualisations. Multimodal low-level learning
activity data (D) are encoded into a meaningful information
structure (M) based on domain knowledge (K). This
structure can be directly rendered visible as exploratory
visualisations (V). By operationalising this model, lowlevel sensor data can be imbued with contextual meaning to
bring key stakeholders into the sensemaking loop. This
makes this model well-suited to be expanded to map from
low-level data to educational insights.
The added components (shown in blue in Figure 2) include
parameters from the assessment criteria (A), used to
generate a higher-order information structure, the Learner
Model (LM). This is a structured representation of students’
performance, misconceptions or difficulties [11]. The LM
can be visualised as data stories (S) shown in a layered
explanatory interface, by operationalising DS principles. In
sum, the proposed approach expands Echeverria et al.’s by
1) modelling assessment criteria to enrich the data stream
and produce a learner model, and 2) adding components
related to DS. These contributions are now detailed.
Multimodal modelling

Inspired by an educational data mining technique to encode
sequences of logged interactions using alphabets [70],
Echeverria’s et al. [32] proposed a modelling representation
termed the (m-by-n) multimodal matrix (M). Domain
knowledge (K) can be used to create rules to encode each
modality of data (D) into one or more of the n columns of a
matrix. Segments (m rows) are the smallest units of
meaning considered for analysis and contain instances of
group behaviours. For qualitative data (e.g. discourse), each
row could correspond to an utterance. For time series data

(e.g. changes in physiological states or gestures) each row
might instead represent a time window (e.g. one or more
seconds) or critical incidents in the activity. For example, in
the illustrative scenario, the stream of (x, y) positioning data
is meaningless without a frame of reference (e.g. an indoor
map or critical spaces in the classroom). Coordinates could
be encoded into classroom zones as columns, such as:
behind the bed, bed side, bed footer and medicine room.
These are meaningful because nurses can perform specific
actions in each. Rows can then contain information of the
physical space each nurse was at every moment (e.g. every
one second) during a simulation.
This enables automated coding of quantitative, low-level
data into qualitative, behavioural markers that can be
grounded in generic features of teamwork, and the specifics
of the activity. Echeverria et al. [32] showed how this
structure could be used to create social proxies of activity
that invite users to explore the data (V). However, a social
proxy is a simple graph aimed at improving awareness
instead of communicating insights [33]. As we explain
below, the introduction of learner modelling and data
storytelling enable us to overlay additional information to
guide interpretation and provide more insight.
Learner modelling based on the assessment criteria

Although the multimodal matrix can be useful for mapping
from multimodal data to more meaningful information for
teachers and students, it is still not possible to generate
explanatory visualisations. What is missing is a model of
the learner to close the interpretative gap. LMs are
foundational to provide personalised and adapted support
through LA and intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) [11, 18].
A LM is a computational model of what the learner has and
has not understood. Generating a LM involves inferring
students’ knowledge and skills from logged behaviour. This
has been conventionally achieved in ITSs by diagnosing
behavioural markers (from clickstreams and keystrokes)
based on an expert model to identify students’ level of
mastery of skills, and their misconceptions, in order to
adapt the tasks they are given [24].
In our approach, multimodal data streams from the health
sim replace clicks and keystrokes. The assessment criteria
or pedagogical intentions (A) can be expressed as a set of
rules or templates that can be used to identify data points or
trends in the data streams that should be communicated to
students or teachers. We emphasise the role of assessment
since it has been recognised by the LA community as key
for aligning pedagogy and the design of LA tools [49].

Figure 2: The multimodal layered storytelling approach.

In the illustrative scenario, an assessment criterion could be
expressed as follows: “the airway nurse should be behind
the bed clearing the airway of the patient during CPR”.
This statement could be converted into a computational
series of rules to diagnose the behaviour of the nurses
modelled in the multimodal matrix to assess whether
someone was behind the bed while the manikin detected
chest compressions. In this paper, the LM is modelled as a
set of numeric parameters that match teacher´s assessment.
Data Storytelling principles.

Ryan [76] and Knaflic [48] identified the following set of
DS principles that underpin our approach:
DS1. DS is goal oriented. The design of a data story should
be aligned with a specific goal. This enables the
identification of the data that should be highlighted.
DS2. The data story should rely on a fitting chart type.
Some charts work better for certain purposes. For example,
line charts effectively show changes over time [76].
DS3. The data story should be stripped down first.
Aligned to Tufte’s data-ink ratio [94], clutter adds
complexity to visual interpretation. Decluttering can be
achieved by removing unnecessary headers, borders, grids
and data points that do not add informative value.
DS4. The data story should guide attention. Visual and
narrative elements can be used to emphasise key data points
to create meaning. This can be achieved by 1) adding
enhancements such as arrows, lines, symbols or enclosures;
2) changing colour, contrast or thickness; and 3) annotating
salient data features or adding prescriptive titles that
summarise the message of the story.
These DS principles will be illustrated through the layered
storytelling prototypes below.
Layered storytelling approach

Doyle proposed that a complex system can be simplified by
breaking down it into individual layers [27]. Each layer can
encapsulate a concept, idea or a small part of the complex
system. According to Munzer [65] an approach to handle
visual complexity is by combining multiple layers within a
shared frame. Next, we list a set of principles for crafting
layered visualisations of multimodal data.
L1. Each layer should represent a particular view of the
learning activity, showing only one data story at a time
[42]. This can facilitate the communication of insights
while minimising distraction [31].
L2. A static layer should be used as a shared frame.
Layers must share visual landmarks to facilitate user
orientation as layers are revealed/hidden [65]. Each data
story in a layer should be contextualised to the
characteristics of the learning activity, such as duration,
participants and critical incidents. This can be achieved by
keeping the static layer (faded) in the background and
overlaying others on top.

L3. The user should be able to select and combine
layers. Each layer has its own purpose to fulfil as a part of
the complex system [27, 65]. A layer presents a data story
that communicates a class of insights about team activity.
Teachers and students should be able to flexibly select and
combine different layers to facilitate sense making.
L4. Data points highlighted in different layers should be
clearly distinguished. As each layer represents different
information, data points can be superimposed within the
same coordinate system [27]. Therefore, different
shapes/colours should be used in each layer.
L5. The content of each layer should be defined based
on assessment criteria or pedagogical intentions. Each
data story should be aligned with the learning design [38] to
effectively provoke reflection on aspects that are relevant
and that the teacher would normally provide feedback on.
Next section shows how these principles and components of
our approach were materialised in two authentic studies.
STUDIES

Two data storytelling prototypes (1 and 2) were created
based on the principles presented above. Each was tested
with educators and students in the context of Sims 1 and 2
respectively. This section describes both studies in terms of
participants, materials, methods and analysis.
Participants

Eight educators (E1-8, 1 male, 7 females) with extensive
experience in simulation training (7-20 years) participated
in Study 1. Six were staff at the Faculty of Health (2
professors, 2 lecturers – including the one who taught the
program, 1 director of simulation, and 1 postdoctoral
researcher) and two graduate students leading simulation
programs (E4, E8). The study was run as an individual posthoc reflection with each educator. Study 2 was run a week
after Sim 2 with 39 out of the 44 students involved in it.
Students in each of the eight teams were invited to a posthoc group debrief on their own activity.
Materials and prototypes.

Prototypes 1 and 2 showed insights on the activity of the
three teams who performed Sim 1 to educators (e.g. Figure
4, left), and on students’ own activity in Sim 2 (e.g. Figure
4, right), respectively. A static layer, a timeline of actions
(e.g. Figure 3) performed by each nurse during the sim
(captured by the manikin and the observer) was used as the
background of both prototypes (in line with principle L2).
For Study 1, four layers, each representing a particular view
of the multimodal data (L1), were generated based on the
tasks of Sim 1 (L5 and DS1). These focused on: i) time
responsiveness of nurses performing critical tasks; ii)
mistakes made, or actions performed poorly or in the wrong
order; iii) arousal (skin conductance) peaks detected by an
increase of 0.03 s [7] using EDA Explorer [91]; and iv)
positioning of nurses in key spaces. The prototype was
coded using Javascript, with the functionality for users to
select one or more layers in combination (L3).

For Study 2, six layers were generated based
on the teacher’s assessment criteria. Five
layers focused on the actions that nurses were
intended to perform in Sim 2: i) assess vital
signs every 10 minutes; and reacting after the
patient suffered ii) breathing obstruction; iii)
abdominal pain; iv) severe pain; and v)
nausea. A sixth layer (vi) presented insights
Figure 3: Timeline of actions that served as the common reference (background) of
in terms of nurses’ arousal.
Prototypes 1 and 2. Example of a team of two nurses.

Each layer appears on top of the timeline of
actions (Figure 3) to give context to each data story (DS2).
The timeline is decluttered, and its opacity is reduced for
selected data points to appear emphasised (L4 and DS3).
Examples in Figure 4 illustrates how a set of rules (in Table
1) were used to add visual enhancements according to the
pedagogical intentions. Principle DS4 was endorsed by
highlighting data points using symbols (A), arrows (B),
changes of colour/opacity (C) and enclosures (D). Salient
data points were annotated directly (E), and statements
were added as annotations or titles (F). A layer to expose
the algorithm used to add the enhancements to educators
and students was added to each prototype (see Figure 5).
Figure 4 (left) shows how a teacher selected two layers of
prototype 1 (G- mistakes and arousal peaks). Key insights
obtained from the LM were communicated, such as RN2
not presenting any arousal peak (F), CPR compressions
being too shallow (E) and none of the nurses positioned
behind the bed during CPR. Figure 4 (right) communicates
results of the assessment of the frequency of vital signs
checks contained in the LM. The layer assess vital signs
(H) provides feedback to students about them either missing
Table 1: Example rules used to highlight visual elements.

or correctly performing the vital signs check (see enclosure
and annotations coloured in orange and blue respectively).
Method

Both studies were conducted using LATEP, an elicitation
protocol for understanding how non-data experts envisage
the use of LA systems [58]. Based on this, our studies
aimed at investigating: 1) the added value of making
multimodal data visible through data stories; 2) the
anticipated in-classroom orchestration of the tools; and 3)
the potential impact on students’ accountability. Inspired by
the growing interest on explainable AI [96], we also sought
to understand 4) the implications of exposing the algorithms
used for crafting the stories.
Study 1 was conducted as 45-minutes individual interviews
with educators (E1-8) and Study 2 as 30-minutes focus
groups with students (S1-5) of each team (T1-8). This paper
focuses on the next four tasks both educators and students
were asked to do. Educators and students were first asked to
think-aloud while exploring the timeline of actions (without
layers) of three student teams and their own team
respectively. Secondly, all participants explored the layers
in no specific order. Then, they were asked about the added
value of the layers, individually or in combination (aim 1).
Third, they were asked about orchestration and
accountability opportunities and concerns (aims 2, 3), as
follows: i) how can the system be used in the classroom?
and ii) who should be able see the interface, for which
purpose and in what form? Finally, participants were asked
to review the layer that exposes the algorithm (see Figure
5). Three questions were asked regarding: who should i)
define, ii) see, and iii) change the rules (aim 4).
Analysis

Two researchers were present in each session, which were
video-recorded and transcribed. We examined participants’
statements and their actions exploring the prototypes.

Figure 4: Prototypes of the layered storytelling interfaces (top). Left: Prototype 1 - layers mistakes and arousal peaks for a team of two
nurses. Right: Prototype 2- layer vital signs validation frequency for a team of five nurses.

Following best practices of qualitative research in HCI
([61], p. 13), and given the direct alignment between the
study protocol and the analysis themes, statements of
interest were jointly coded [8] by two researchers according
to the pre-set themes of the study protocol: a) added value
of the layers; b) anticipated classroom use; c)
accountability; and d) algorithmic transparency. Then,
resulting coded statements were examined by authors who
had several discussions to select instances that effectively
illustrate opportunities and concerns of the approach to
create MMLA interfaces that communicate insights.
RESULTS

This section examines evidence from Studies 1 and 2,
organised by themes, that reflect the aims of the studies.
Added value of the layers

All educators agreed that the storytelling layers added
significant value to the timeline of actions. Two educators
explained that “[the layers are] absolutely more valuable,
because each tells a story behind the sim” [E3] and “can
help students improve their practice” [E7]. E7 added that
“the layers work really well together to give a really good
picture of team performance”. Students in all teams also
appreciated the value of the layers to make reflection
“clearer” [T2, S2] and “easier” [T3, S1]. Student [T3, S2]
explained that “[the layers] divide the data into sections.
[Without layers] all actions look the same, and it doesn’t
say what timeframes should have been [considered]”.
While exploring the layers that highlight delays and errors
(e.g. Figure 4, left), three educators stated that time is
“critical” and “crucial” in high-stakes situations. E8
explained: “Time to detection, compression and shock are
all crucial during a cardiac arrest”. E5 also mentioned that
“It is important to identify when the team didn’t do things in
the right order or correctly”. Two educators explained this
is the kind of feedback they often would like to provide to
students, but it is hard for them to assess the situation
during class. E7 explained: “It’s good for students to know
that compressions needed to be deeper as shown here (see
Figure 4, E). If I was there, I could’ve only guessed that
they were not deep enough”. While exploring layers i-v of
Prototype 2 (e.g. Figure 4, right), some students also stated
this is the kind of feedback they need but they rarely
receive. Student [T3, S4] explained this as follows: “we
always do things, but we’re not sure if what we did was
right or not. Teachers can’t be there the whole time”.

Educators reflected on the potential of the arousal layer to
provoke reflection stress management, critical in nursing
education [64]. E7 explained: “this layer can give you
insights into how the nurse was feeling”. Educators
illustrated how they would investigate students’ increased
arousal (e.g. “was there something at this particular time
that make you feel stressed? [E2]); or if arousal was caused
by a particular situation (e.g. “you were doing pain
assessment and then you were about to put the oxygen
delivery device. What was the trigger there?” [E1]).
Students reflected on their arousal in relation to their roles
(e.g. “I was pretty chill being the observer” [T1, S4]; “As I
was the anaesthetist, once my job was done I was relaxed”
[T3, S3]) or actions they performed (“I was stressed about
the handover” [T1, S3] or “clearing the airway” [T6, S1]).
Some suggested ways in which this can trigger reflection.
For example, student [T1, S1] said: “I was so stressed.
Maybe I should have delegated better? That was part of the
feedback I got after the sim”. Another student explained
that showing the arousal layer on top of the actions
provides a more complete view of the simulation: “it shows
that stuff was still happening all through the sim because
people are stressing throughout the scenario” [T3, S3].
Some concerns were highlighted by educators. E3 noted
that false negatives in the mistakes layer would be
misguiding: “if the layer did not highlight all the mistakes,
it could make students think they performed well when in
fact they missed critical things”. Another concern was that
some layers may be useful for certain sims but not for
others. E5 stated this as follows: “The time response [layer]
can be very useful in a cardiac arrest simulation but not
necessarily for other sims” [E5]. Finally, concerns on the
accuracy of the wristbands in detecting arousal were raised.
Two educators said: “The arousal doesn’t match with what
I would expect” [E6]; and “I’d expect to see a peak before
they do anything” [E8]. In addition, E3 and E6 pointed out
that showing arousal peaks without certainly knowing their
cause could lead to misinterpretations: “You could think
that [students] are calm, or that they’re completely not
interested. There’s no gauging on what is going on” [E6].
In sum, results showed how educators and students
perceived the added value of the layers, as well as potential
concerns to be considered in the design of LA interfaces
that seek to communicate insights. The next section
explores the potential in-classroom uses of the prototypes.
In-classroom orchestration opportunities

Figure 5: Partial view of the layer that exposes the rule-based
algorithm used to add enhancements (e.g. A- a prescriptive title
and B- an annotation) to layer i-time responsiveness, Prototype 1.

Educators suggested potential strategies to use the interface
effectively. All educators agreed on the potential of
providing feedback to students based on objective evidence.
E8 expressed: “I can tell students: this is what you did well,
this is what you did poorly. This is what you can improve,
you can do X, Y and Z”. E5 explained she could “make
bolder statements that cannot [easily] be disputed”. This is
part of the evidence-based culture in nursing education [43]
in which “capturing objective data on clinical scenarios is

so important” [E8]. Students also appreciated the evidence
provided by the data stories. A student stated: “It’s not just
that we were late, but we were late by that much time. We
can precisely see how much we have to improve, and what
we have done well. It makes a big difference!” [T1, S2].
Some educators suggested the interface could be accessed
individually by students to do a “homework reflection
activity” [E1, E2]. However, all educators favoured the use
of the tool to support teacher-led in-class debriefing. Most
offered examples of questions that they would ask to spark
conversations on: individual performance (e.g. “Am I doing
a good job? Am I getting things done?”[E7]); arousal
(“Can you take me through what you were feeling at this
point?”[E2]); mistakes made (“So, tell me a bit about how
deep the compressions need to be? have you achieved
that?”[E2]); response time (“when should you provide your
first shock?”[E8]); and positioning (“What were you doing
over here? Because you didn’t go and get the resus trolley”
[E8]). Students also supported the idea of using the layered
interface as a debriefing tool, but it “needs to be facilitated
by an instructor” [T1, E4] as a “group reflection” [T3, E1].
Another potential role for the interface is in the re-design of
simulations. E1, E2 and E5 explained that they could
identify common mistakes across various teams of students
(e.g. “The interface can help us identify if a lot of groups of
students are making the same errors” [E5]). Teachers could
then reflect on their teaching practice to address the most
common errors, for example, by “re-structuring a scenario,
having a discussion around the concerns highlighted, and
the things that are needed to work with teams” [E1].
Finally, some educators mentioned both opportunities and
risks of using the interface for summative assessment. For
example, E8 noted that the interface could be used to
“provide evidence to determine competency”. E3 also
explained that “one of the issues with high-stakes
assessment, is making sure it is valid and consistent; and
objective rather than subjective”. However, E7 argued that
using the system for summative assessment is against the
intention of simulation. She explained that: “Simulation is
not a (summative) assessment. It is to give formative
feedback to help students improve their practice”.
In short, both educators and students strongly highlighted
the potential benefit of using the layered interface to
augment the teachers’ capabilities in leading evidencebased group in-class debriefings, or with suitable
scaffolding, a personal reflection task assigned to students.
Accountability

A consequence of making evidence about teamwork visible
is that people can be made responsible for their actions
[33]. This was recognised by educators in our study. E8
explicitly stated that: “these layers keep people more
accountable”. To minimise misuse, educators explained
that the data captured in one sim should only be accessed
by the students and teachers involved in it. E5 explained: “I

would not go and talk about [this information] with other
tutors or students. I would only talk about this with the
students of my class.”. Yet, educators also recognised that,
in practice, the tool would need to be used to lead reflection
with multiple teams in the classroom and that this can
indeed be beneficial for students to reflect on others’ data.
E5 explained that this creates a “good opportunity to
discuss teams’ performance with the whole classroom”.
Educators raised some concerns about other students or
external people looking at the layers. Students could feel “a
bit uncomfortable” [E7] or could focus on “comparing their
performance with other teams” [E3, E5], especially “low
performers” [E3]. Two strategies were suggested to address
this. The information could be kept strictly “confidential”
[E3] (teams could only access their own information), but
this would mean other students would not be able to learn
from others’ experiences. Alternatively, the interface could
be de-identified and “shared with other students within the
same classroom, to avoid criticism” [E2]. A teacher
suggested that she could conduct a classroom reflection
without pointing at students directly by: “picking a random
team, having a look at the interface and seeing what went
well and explain what can be improved for next time” [E2].
In contrast, we were interested to find that students were
not concerned about others looking at their data. All but one
student was keen for other students to reflect on their data
stories if it “helps in their learning” [T3, S1], especially if
“the teacher sits down with them and talks it through” [T4,
S2]. The only concerned student explained that “others
would find it very boring because it doesn't relate to them”
[T1, S2]. Surprisingly, none of the students raised concerns
in sharing their arousal traces “as long as it doesn’t include
[their] names” [T5, S1]. However, some students
mentioned that if they knew before the sim that their data
would be shown to others, it would affect their
performance. One student explained: “I would feel like
being in an assessment. It would be so stressed” [T6, S3].
In sum, prescriptive data stories can raise accountability
and privacy concerns. However, educators and students
suggested ways to address some of these through
pedagogical strategies and interface design features.
Algorithmic transparency and manipulability

All educators agreed that teachers and students should be
able to see the if-then rules, as an additional layer that could
be “turned on or off” [E2] as in our prototypes. Educators
considered that showing the rules during the debrief could
help them guide the discussion by contrasting team’s
performance with the learning expectations. E1 explained
this as follows: “It might be useful to say in the debrief:
‘here is the time it took you to complete this action and
these are the rules that have been set to that. Do you think
that’s a reasonable performance?’”.
Educators also indicated that showing the rules to students
could help them recognise the gap between their personal

expectation and the standard to which they should perform.
Although “students commonly have a timeframe in their
mind” [E7] and they may “have a clue on how to fulfil a
task” [E2], students often do not have the perception of
time and how critical the situation they are handling is [E7].
As one educator suggested: “These rules are a reminder
[for students] to compare their steps and the processes they
did and what was required in the simulation” [E8].
In contrast, not all students understood the rules initially,
some needing additional explanation (e.g. “I was a bit
confused. But after you explained it, I got it. It’s similar to
coding. If we achieve ‘this’, you’re going to show ‘that’”
[T8, S5]). After understanding the rules, all students
appreciated the importance of knowing how data stories
were generated. One student explained that understanding
the algorithm can be useful for reflection, as follows:
“Looking at these rules is useful because it’s like if you ask
a question and someone says no, you’re like, well why is
that wrong? Like this is constructive feedback or whatever
it’s called” [T7, S1]. However, although some students
mentioned that they would not mind seeing the rules, most
agreed that they prefer to only reflect on the data stories
(e.g. “Can’t you just incorporate the rules into each [layer]
instead of doing it in an extra layer? Like explaining: ‘this
is [highlighted] in orange because…’” [T8, S3]).
In terms of the flexibility to change the rules, all educators
agreed that the rules should be defined by the teacher who
coordinates the subject. For instance, E3 commented that
“a tutor may want five key things that matter the most in a
simulation, so there could be rules related to each of those
five things”, which reflects how Prototype 2 was designed
matching the teacher’s assessment criteria items. E1 also
explained that “[there should be] flexibility so the
coordinator could adapt the rules slightly”. Two educators
suggested that rules’ parameters could be manipulated
according to the level of experience of students. E6
explained: “I would expect final-year nurses get their things
done perfectly, more so than a first-year student”. In
contrast, two educators agreed that rules should remain the
same. E7 explained: “rules shouldn’t change to
accommodate the student. Instead, these rules should be
seen as a teaching practice to help students [understand]
what needs to be achieved”. Another idea was that rules
should be defined based on international guidelines. E8
explained: “It’s the potential between saving a life and not
saving a life. This is what’s needed to be done and this is
how quickly you need to do it”. Students mentioned they
would not try to change the rules (“I would like to keep [the
parameters] like that” [T5, S1]). Two students stated that
teachers would be in a better position to “understand the
parameters” [T5, S2]) and that “basic [concepts of]
coding” [T8, S1] would be needed to change them.
In sum, both educators and students appreciated being able
to see the rules. Educators appreciated the idea of being
able to both interrogate and modify rules, and envisaged

potential ways to provoke reflection. In contrast, most
students preferred to only interact with the consequences of
the rules (the data stories) without needing to see the rules.
DISCUSSION

In this section we summarise the key findings, share our
critical reflections, connecting to the broader literature, and
note the limitations of these studies.
The potential of the layered storytelling approach

In Dewey’s [22] view, reflection involves the observation
of the experience retrospectively to discern explanations for
what happened. We heard consistently positive responses
from educators and students, that the way in which data was
communicated provoked deeper reflection on simulation
experiences. In contrast to the current educational situation
— in which debriefings are dependent on expert educator
observation (but often stretched over multiple teams), and
the partial (sometimes stressed, and always biased)
memories of students — they recognised the value of
capturing objective evidence of collocated activity and
rendering it visible as data stories. Educators also envisaged
the use of this same evidence to review their instructional
designs. This is consistent with Lockyear et. al. [51]
proposal that analytics-enabled feedback should support
curriculum planning and redesign.
Although the utility of some layers can be tied to particular
simulations (e.g. the time responsiveness layer is more
relevant in a CPR sim than in non-emergency situations),
from an educational point of view, this is expected.
Learning is an epistemically, socially and physically
situated activity strongly shaped by the instructional design
[36]. Context specificity is precisely the rationale for
aligning the data stories with the educators’ desired
learning outcomes. This can explain, for example, how a
short delay in performing an action may be a critical error
in some cases (e.g. a resuscitation scenario) and not having
much importance in others (e.g. in non-life threatening
situations). Each layer can thus be useful in a family of
learning situations that share similar pedagogical intentions.
We illustrated this with the mistakes and arousal layers
which were instantiated differently in both studies.
We argue, therefore, that there is no reason in principle why
the components of our approach could not enable interfaces
beyond nursing simulation, to other domains with welldefined protocols (e.g. firefighting [73] and medical
education [14]), or to contexts using multimodal learning
analytics to model complex behaviours, such as collocated
collaborative learning [20], designing in maker-spaces [98],
or teacher activity in the classroom [71].
Risks from bias and errors

Like any symbolic representation, visualisations are never
neutral [25], but this is particularly dangerous if they are
endowed with an aura of objectivity that disguises biases
[90]. As we have detailed, explanatory visualisations seek
intentionally to reduce complexity by focusing users’

attention on specific target features. This is made very
clear to users, but they may still contain biases and errors,
whose risks must be assessed in context. To illustrate, while
some educators were interested in the potential of the
approach for assessing teamwork summatively, others
were concerned about the risk of false negatives in the
mistakes and arousal layers. Although false negatives were
not identified in any of our prototypes, multimodal data
stories can certainly introduce bias in the way annotations
are written, how rules are created, and how accurately
sensors capture data. We concur with this more cautious
view, since the validity and reliability required for
automated grading is significantly beyond the current
maturity of this infrastructure. We lower the stakes by
focusing on formative feedback, to provoke deeper
reflection and dialogue, in which the human agents
determine the ultimate meaning and consequences.
Human-centered design, and its tensions

The adoption of human-centered design is an obvious way
to address concerns such as the above [63]. The potential
damage of false negatives (and positives) in automated
feedback can be reduced by engaging teachers and students
in deciding what information is to be included in the learner
model and storytelling interfaces, and iteratively
prototyping to gauge the risks. That being said, it has also
been argued that human-centered learning analytics faces
the novel situation that (unlike most HCI contexts) the endusers are not experts in the task at hand: students by
definition have not mastered the domain of study and
invariably know very little about the processes of learning
in a formal sense [10]. Thus, researchers and designers must
discern when to accommodate students’ views on what will
help them learn and when to favour educators’ views.
An interesting example arose in the context of the mistakes
layer. Currently, there is much debate around algorithmic
transparency in both academic and mainstream discourse.
While many of the algorithms required to generate the
storytelling layers are hidden from users, we experimented
with the selective exposure of rules driving the mistakes
layer. This was met with enthusiasm from some educators
who saw potential in manipulating them for pedagogical
purposes, while most students saw no particular value in
seeing the rules. Future work should investigate whether
good tool+activity design can help resolve these tensions,
i.e., through tools and activities that embrace imperfection,
which can be effective despite known imperfections of data,
algorithms, and models of learning [47].
Data privacy

Finally, data privacy concerns were raised by educators and
students. Educators’ proposed uses of the tool beyond the
classroom raised questions around data ownership, data
sharing and de-identification, and how to notify students
about when, why and by whom their data is being used.
While privacy guidelines for systems that expose student
data exist [28, 69, 72, 85], most focus on online systems in

which the exploration of the data is often detached from the
physical spaces in which it was collected. But capturing
multimodal team data raises some acute concerns. For
example, sensor data have a personal dimension to it not
found in the more abstracted data from clickstreams, such
as physiology, posture, gaze and movement; and interfaces
that communicate insights on teamwork would directly
reveal such information at least to other team members.
Limitations and future work

A scope limitation concerns the degree of formal task
structure required for this interface to work. In nursing
simulations, task procedures are well established and are
often measurable using quantitative parameters. Since the
approach has been applied in different simulations, there is
confidence that it is applicable in simulation-based training
situations. However, in cases such as open-ended
collaborative learning, or meetings, the lack of formal
protocols makes it much harder to formalise the learner
model and rules to customise the visualisations. Future
work could investigate to what extent our approach can still
add value to more open-ended educational scenarios.
A technical limitation concerns the workflow architecture.
Although the data capture and visualisation are fully
automated, the data integration from sensors still requires
human intervention (e.g. EDA peaks are automatically
detected and then a researcher runs a script to plot them on
the timeline). The MMLA community continues to develop
pipelines to automate the transformation of multimodal data
([17, 23, 79] reviewed in [83]) that should benefit our work.
Moreover, the challenge of programmatically annotating
and enhancing charts includes not only content selection
and generation [39, 62, 75], but also automated layout of
visual elements [9, 45, 87]. These advances should help to
move our infrastructure towards better data integration,
automated annotation, and new visualisation techniques.
Finally, while the storytelling design approach is generic,
the designs reported in this paper were specifically tuned to
the requirements and forms of feedback our stakeholders
co-designed with us. Exploring other ways of combining
layered information, using alternative visualisation
techniques and including quantification of metrics in the
layers are all promising areas for future work.
CONCLUSION

As humans struggle with the data tsunami, we are now
awash with dashboard prototypes and products. Yet, there is
growing evidence that these are far from intuitive. This
paper documents how we have wrestled with the challenge
of designing activity-based feedback visualisations which
draw the attention of non-technical users to key insights in
the data. We argue, supported by user studies, that this
work advances the state of the art in making multimodal
data streams intelligible to non-data experts. The approach
should enable similar collocated activities to benefit from
these novel collaboration analytics.
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